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Relevance of exploring topic is driven by the need of specific studying of 

female prose during XX-XXI centuries. Modern women writers’ creations aren’t 

explored enough. That’s why there are many special research pieces being 

published which examine different problems in these works. A lot of specialist in 

literature and sociology trying to solve the dilemma – is there anything special in 

female language compared to the male one and is it possible to separate female 

small prose into its own genre? 

Work’s goal: examination of postmodernism women writers’ works and 

identifying gender similarities and differences in small prose of L. Petrushevskaya 

and L. Ulickaya. 

Work’s tasks:  

– examine creations of women writers in XX century, their originality and 

importance for the development of modern Russian literature; 

– show the theoretical base of literature analysis and interpretation of 

“gender” concept; 



– disclose originality of women writers’ small prose, reveal the inner world 

of its protagonists and behavior patterns, which express gender specifics; 

– explain psychological conflicts in prose as an embodiment of 

communities’ gender structure from the literature point of view; 

– reveal women handwriting’s features and show chronotope trails in female 

prose. 

Theoretical importance consists of performed literary analysis of women 

writers’ creations in XX century taking into account interpersonal relationships in 

order to determine gender. 

Work’s practical importance consists of usage of research analyzes’ data in 

other scientific works which reveal gender category of modern literature 

development. 

Research results. Our analysis of main concepts of gender as a social 

phenomenon showed that an approach of human gender differences from others in 

science based on the idea of importance of cultural and social sides, not biological 

characteristics. Community’s sociocultural assessment and system of power 

relations between male and female based on these differences are important. The 

research of gender category allowed showing its stages of appearing as a concept 

with special structure. Gender shows difficult sociocultural process of creation 

male and female roles and highlights differences in behavior, mental and emotional 

characteristics of a man any sex. 

Gender aspect in literary study consists of analysis both male and female 

prose. Female literature started to actively grow in the end of XIX century and 

holds a firm position in literary study today. Creations of female prose are actively 

selling and popular between readers. There two types of female prose: female 

androgynous prose, which is written by a woman, but represents male vision of the 

world, and female prose, which describes the female world. 

 


